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Bishop Joachim M. Oldo (21)

Rome

Home of Signore Angeletti

April 26, 1749

Tenth day here.

J.C.P.

Your Excellency
The Mercy of God, which has chosen the ignorant and the weak so that his glory may shine forth the more, 
has had me, the most contemptible of all, come to Rome where I am seeking the finalizing of our cause. 
That has come to pass since the very night I arrived. The parties were cited and the following morning the 
documents were printed and immediately sent to the cardinals selected. Although the devil is scheming to 
prolong the case, the divine pity has given me the grace to have the meeting on April 28 at 14 hours, as it 
will happen as the cardinals have assured me.
The opposition has not written since their meeting was not of one accord. I share this much with you. Now, 
and also in the past, I put the cause in the hands of God and of Mary Most Holy. It seems to me that His 
Divine Majesty has impressed on my soul in his infinite mercy a great indifference to whatever happens. 
I believe I have never felt the like. Blessed be God. Your pious alms of ten scudi has been received. You 
provided for our greatest need in good time, and may the Lord reward you with his copious treasure in time 
and in a blessed eternity, as I strongly hope. With the generous support that I see in the cardinals selected, 
especially in three of them, there is reason to hope that even in the ordinary course of events all should 
succeed happily, even for the issuance of the brief.
Consequently, if you would have the chance to help me with letters of reference to Cardinal Passionei so 
that he would give us the brief in pure charity, your merit would grow before His Divine Majesty. If you do 
that, would you do me the favor of sending me a copy, which I will not use before the favor is granted by 
His Holiness.
I hear that the great work of the Retreat has been completed, and I confess at your feet that, except for the 
lights that the Mercy of God gave me for the foundation of the Congregation in regard to the habit and sign 
we wear and for the Rules, nothing has brought such astonishment to my poor spirit as the foundation of 
this Retreat. If I were a true lover of God, my heart would melt like wax in the fire of gratitude.
In the next post I will give you information on the result of the meeting of our special commission. Mean-
while, I implore always more the charity of your holy prayers and your pastoral blessing, and with profound 
reverence I kiss the hem of your sacred pastoral vestments, and I am,
Your humble, devoted, unworthy servant,
Paul of the Cross
Address to: “In the House of Signore Captain Angeletti,” and the letters will arrive safely, as have others.


